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Abstract—This paper presents an approach, using the processalgebra CSP, that aims to support systematic security testing of
ECU components. An example use case regarding Over-The-Air
software updates demonstrates the potential of our approach.
Initial results confirm application code implemented in a typical
automotive development environment can be translated into
machine-readable format for the FDR refinement checker to formally verify security functions and identify any existing security
flaws. Although still early stage work, the potential contribution
towards automatically model-checking ECU components and, by
composing several CSP models, larger systems is encouraging.
Index Terms—Software engineering; Automotive; embedded
software; concurrent computing; cyber security; system verification; formal verification; model checking

The rest of this paper starts by presenting the background
cybersecurity and software verification challenges facing the
automotive industry (Section II). We then introduce our approach and prospective workflow for formally verifying security properties, at component-level, with real ECU applications
(Section III). Following this, we provide an overview of techniques and tools underpinning our framework (Section IV).
A simple example, based on Over-the-Air (OTA) software
update, helps illustrate the overall workflow (Section V).
Finally, we consider some limitations of our methods and
outline future work (Sections VII and VIII).
II. BACKGROUND

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intelligent vehicles promise dramatic changes for future
ground transportation, potentially heralding more streamlined
journeys, reduced pollution and novel transport services. Such
automotive innovation relies on evermore sophisticated software embedded within the now ubiquitous electronic control
units (ECUs) in modern automobiles.
However, intelligent vehicles offer would-be cyber attackers
a tempting target, which raises security concerns with potential implications for safety, financial loss and privacy. These
threaten realisation of potential benefits, and are prompting
regulators and OEMs to re-focus efforts to verify automotive
security. Yet, testing real-time, distributed vehicle networks
is a significant challenge due to heterogeneous and opaque
implementations, inaccessible specifications and difficulties
associated with long development life cycles. The verification
challenge is further complicated by the specialist knowledge
needed to both model security and analyse security flaws.
The contribution of this paper is an approach to automatically translate an already implemented ECU application
(designed in a typical automotive development environment)
into a formal language. Here we use the process algebra
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [1] as the accompanying techniques and toolset (see Section IV), are mature
enough for formal verification, indicating such an approach is
feasible. Our aim is to enable systematic security testing of
ECU components, allowing automotive software engineers to
continue using familiar modelling and simulation tools, whilst
also facilitating automatic verification of security properties.

Automotive software engineering (ASE) is now an integral
vehicle engineering activity as motor manufacturers deploy
software-enabled features that address more stringent vehicle
emission and safety standards, but also differentiate their products in highly competitive markets. Increasingly, embedded
software allows vehicles to interact with Intelligent Transport
Systems, whilst Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
are steadily evolving through automation levels towards the
ultimate goal of fully autonomous vehicles. However, this increasingly sophisticated transportation landscape implies more
complex vehicle systems that begin to pose problems for all
involved in the design, testing and deployment of vehicles, at
the same time attracting potential cyber attackers.
A. Automotive Cybersecurity Challenges
Security is not necessarily built into automotive systems,
due to cost constraints and a traditional focus on functional
safety, which deals with random internal hazards, not deliberate malicious threats. Meanwhile, security testing methodologies in the automotive domain are immature and, seemingly,
applied inconsistently [2] [3].
Enterprise IT security practices that could be ported to
automotive (embedded) systems are not necessarily appropriate, since vehicle architectures and communication protocols
are sufficiently different. Current automotive systems tend to
comprise multiple ECUs with computing power that, although
increasing, is constrained. More sophisticated ECUs (as used
in infotainment units) may use microprocessors with up to 32bit architectures, but others make do with 16- or even 8-bit processors. Since security processing is typically computationally

heavy, fundamental architectural changes would be required to
incorporate security. Likewise, communication protocols, such
as CAN bus, traditionally lacked security mechanisms, further
limiting the ability to incorporate security functions.
Security researchers have already demonstrated practical
cyber-attacks on various makes and models of cars, exposing
potential safety implications [4]–[7]. These triggered further
research examining privacy breaches and potential financial
losses where consumer services, such as payment systems,
inter-operate with vehicles. Whilst the variety and depth of
experimentation have been both eye-opening and informative,
formal engineering processes have garnered less attention (see
Section II-C).
Maintaining vehicle security is also challenging, in that
patches or other fixes for vulnerabilities must be disseminated
widely, and in a timely manner. Yet, update mechanisms in
vehicles vary greatly, ranging from manual procedures (i.e.
bringing the car into a dealership) to self-updating systems,
either via peripheral devices like USB sticks, or over-the-air.
With vehicles now typically averaging 15 years on the road
before decommissioning [8], multiple vehicle configurations
must be updated, creating a significant management overhead.
Maintenance is further exacerbated by the delay necessary
to re-assure that security fixes do not inadvertently cause a
safety problem. Automating the verification process would
effectively reduce this lag.
B. ECU Security Validation and Verification
Automotive network architectures are increasingly complex,
supporting distributed concurrent processes that may be implemented as multi-function components or multi-component
functions. In-vehicle networks comprise ECU components
most likely sourced from multiple suppliers, often without
detailed documentation. These factors hamper the ability to
integrate and test automotive systems [9].
Generally, concurrent systems are seen as notoriously difficult to verify. For instance, race conditions are difficult to
find, whilst any bugs discovered can be tricky to localise, and
attempts to better observe a system or component under test
may induce a ”probe effect” [10]. Concurrency issues may
not be reproducible due to timing of events in the wider environment (e.g. other network traffic, competing applications,
operating system scheduling, etc.) [11].
In recent years, the automotive industry has made progress
towards improving its assurance of automotive safety properties, with compliance to standards such as ISO 26262 now
commonplace [12]. Whilst analogous (i.e. safety assurance
typically asserts that certain behaviours should or should not
happen), methods for assuring security properties have lagged.
Security weaknesses tend to result from subtle, unexpected
interactions, as well as lateral or additional functionality that
should not exist [6]. These would, therefore, require additional
considerations, such as formal verification to expose latent
flaws. For example, the Needham-Schroeder authentication
protocol, first proposed in 1978 [13], was widely used to
secure network communications despite an inherent flaw. The

security weakness was only exposed 18 years later through
formal analysis using CSP to highlight a successful attack
mechanism [14].
C. Formal Methods in the Automotive Domain
Despite showing much early promise for designing and
verifying software, formal methods seem to have gained
little traction within the automotive domain [2]. Broadly, this
shortfall may be potentially attributable to accessibility issues
and technical challenges.
1) Accessibility: Transforming legacy code-based system
development life cycles to a model-based design approach
imposes costs for developing skills, designing processes and
deploying new tooling. Perceived difficulties arise from business domain experts and software engineers having to master
the necessary formal verification techniques and cyber security
knowledge, prior to being able to specify expected ECU
behaviour and implement the necessary code. Likewise, any
new processes must co-exist with existing legacy vehicle programmes, imposing further overheads. In a notoriously costdriven industry [15], unsurprisingly, other priorities override
new ASE approaches.
2) Technical challenges: Implementing the tool support
necessary for formal methods suffers from the two-pronged
problem of scalability and complexity in real world systems.
With a modern vehicle now comprising an average of about
30,000 parts, a significant percentage of which are electronic,
the number of interacting components leads to a combinatorial
explosion in the number of test cases to consider. Many tools
proposed for formal verification are not production-ready in
terms of processing power [16] or having suitable support for
industrial settings. Moreover, tools are often standalone, and
do not readily integrate or inter-operate with existing ASE tool
suites. The above is exacerbated by the black box nature of
the systems in the vehicle, leading to many unknowns when
creating models.
III. A PPROACH
Our model-based approach ultimately aims to automate, at
least partially, the security verification process. A key enabling
capability for this is programmatically transforming ECU application code into a formal, machine-readable representation
for our target model checker.
The concept of operations, outlined in Figure 1, envisages an
ECU application created in a typical Integrated Development
Environment (IDE). On export from the IDE, possibly with
an associated network model, a model extractor application
translates the application source code into an ECU component
(implementation) model, defined as a CSP process. As such,
it can be combined with other CSP models to compose an
overall system model. Additional models may be specification
models or other ECU implementation models. For instance,
specification models may represent intended functional behaviour, define security properties or describe potential threats.
Indeed, attacker models (describing attacks from threats) can
be modelled as CSP processes [17]. Next, using a refinement

Fig. 1. A workflow and toolchain to enable automated component-level security analysis of automotive ECU components using CSP-based refinement checking
with FDR. An innovative model transformation component bridges the automation gap between a CANoe Integated Development Environment (IDE) and the
automation-ready FDR model (refinement) checker for CSP models.

checker, the composite system model can be verified to determine if any insecure traces (message sequences) can occur.
These counterexamples represent failure traces corresponding
to failed functionality, unsatisfied security properties or conditions for a successful attack (security vulnerability). Finally,
these can then be fed back to software designers to review and
rectify faults.
IV. T OOLS AND T ECHNIQUES
Implementing our concept requires a selection of tools and
techniques that support formal systems modeling, automotive
ECU software development, code transformation, and refinement checking for CSP. Additionally, we apply earlier security
research techniques developed to model intruder capabilities
and to define attacks.
A. Formal System Modelling
As our approach is firmly based on CSP, we provide below
a brief overview of the CSP language, its notations and some
relevant formal semantics.
1) CSP Overview: CSP emerged in the 1980s in response
to the need for a language to describe concurrent systems.
Essentially, CSP treats a system as a set of independent
processes communicating over channels and, where necessary,
synchronising on certain events. Individual process components are sequential programs that interact with other networked components by participating in events. However, since
services offered by (or properties of) a network are represented
purely in terms of interactions between network components,
we avoid having to know too much about their inner workings.

A central tenet of CSP is that systems can be decomposed
into subsystems, each interacting with others and the wider
environment [18]. This compositional aspect permits successively refining more detailed CSP models as the development
lifecycle progresses. Furthermore, external users (both benign
and malevolent) who similarly communicate through messages
can also be modelled as CSP processes, allowing system
models to consider user behaviours.
Importantly, CSP has a sound mathematical basis, thus
enabling formal reasoning about system descriptions using algebraic laws, a process easily automated and vital for handling
the size of real systems. In fact, CSP now benefits from mature,
scalable tools that can automate a wide range of checks,
including refinement, deadlock, liveness and termination.
Over three decades, CSP has been applied to a wide range
of safety-critical systems, including medical devices, rail signalling systems, and flight control systems [19]. Additionally,
security researchers have devised proven methods for verifying
various security properties, such as availability (liveness),
authentication, confidentiality [20], and anonymity [21].
Overall, CSP is well-suited for modelling and analysing
functional and security properties of vehicle networks and
other real-time embedded distributed systems.
2) CSP Notation: This section summarises the notation and
semantic models for the subset of CSP relevant to our work.
A more complete introduction may be found in [22].
Process Definition. Given a set of events Σ, a CSP process
P is defined by the following syntax:
P ::= Stop | e → P | P1 2 P2 | P1 ; P2 | P1 k P2 | P1 ||| P2
A

where e ∈ Σ, and A ⊆ events. In the above definition, we
have:
• The process Stop is the most basic; it does not engage in
any event and represents deadlock.
• The prefix operator e → P specifies a process that is only
willing to engage in the event e, then behaves as P.
• External choice P1 2 P2 behaves either as P1 or as P2 .
• The sequential composition P1 ; P2 initially behaves as
P1 until P1 terminates, then continues as P2 .
• The generalised parallel operator P1 k P2 requires P1

Formally, traces for operators listed above are defined
recursively as follows:
• traces(Stop) = {hi};
a tr | tr ∈ traces(P)};
• traces(e → P) = {hi} ∪ {hei
• traces(P1 2 P2 ) = traces(P1 ) ∪ traces(P2 );
∗
• traces(P1 ; P2 ) = traces(P1 ) ∩ Σ
a
a
∪ {tr1 tr2 | tr1 hXi ∈ traces(P1 ) ∧ tr2 ∈
traces(P2 )};
• traces(P1 k P2 ) = {tr ∈ tr1 k tr2 | tr1 ∈ traces(P1 ) ∧
A

and P2 to synchronise on events in A ∪ {X}, (X is a
special event that represents successful termination). All
other events execute independently.
• Finally, the interleaving operator P1 ||| P2 allows both P1
and P2 to execute concurrently and independently, except
for X.
CSPm Language CSPm is the machine-readable variant
of CSP that allows describing concurrent systems in an executable manner. It combines the process algebra of CSP with
an expression language based loosely on the functional programming language Haskell [23]. Table I summarises CSPm
notation corresponding to the blackboard notation above.
TABLE I
CSP M N OTATION
Basic operator

Notation

Prefix
Input
Output
Sequential composition
External Choice
Internal Choice
Alphabetised parallel
Interleaving

P1 →P2.
?x
!x
P1;P2
P1 [] P2
P1 [ ] P2
P [A] Q
P1 |||P2

Semantic Models. Whilst there are several different semantic models for CSP processes [22], our work focuses only on
the simplest, finite trace semantics.
A trace is defined as a, possibly empty, sequence of events
from Σ that may terminate with X.
Formally, let Σ∗ denote the set of all finite sequences of
events from Σ, hi the empty sequence, and tr1 a tr2 two traces
tr1 and tr2 concatenated. The set of all traces is then defined
as: Σ∗X = {tr a en | tr ∈ Σ∗ ∧ en ∈ {hi, hXi}}.
The trace tr1 is a prefix of a trace tr2 , written as tr1 ≤ tr2 ,
iff ∃ tr0 : tr1 a tr0 = tr2 .
Events in A ⊆ Σ ∪ {X} may be abstracted away from a
trace tr by a hiding operator, written as tr \ A and defined as:


if tr = hi
hi
tr \ A = hai a (tr0 \ A) if tr = hai a tr0 ∧ a ∈
/A

 0
tr \ A
if tr = hai a tr0 ∧ a ∈ A.
For convenience, when A = {a}, we shall simply write tr \ a.
In general, the trace semantics of a process P is a subset
traces(P) of Σ∗X consisting of all traces that the process may
exhibit.

A

tr2 ∈ traces(P2 )} where tr1 k tr2 = tr2 k tr1 is defined

A

A

A

as follows with a, a0 ∈ A ∪ {X} and b, b0 ∈
/ A:
hi k hi = {hi};
A

hai a tr1 k hbi a tr2 = {hbi a tr | tr ∈ hai a tr1 k tr2 };
A

hai a tr1 k hai a tr2 = {hai a tr | tr ∈ tr1 k tr2 }
A

hai a tr1 k ha0 i a tr2 = ∅ where a 6= a0 ;

A

A

A

hbi a tr1 k hb0 i a tr2 = {hbi a tr | tr ∈ tr1 k hb0 i a tr2 }
A

A

∪{hb0 i a tr |∈ hbi a tr1 k tr2 }
A

traces(P \ A) = {tr \ A | tr ∈ traces(P)};
Trace interleaving is defined as parallel composition with an
empty synchronisation set.
• traces(P1 ||| P2 ) = P1 k P2
•

∅

Trace Refinement. A usual way to analyse CSP processes
is via trace-refinement. A process P is said to trace-refine a
process Q (written Q vT P) if traces(P) ⊆ traces(Q). There
are other flavors of refinement, but we restrict ourselves to
trace refinement below.
B. ECU Software Development
With its significant automotive user base, the CANoe IDE,
from Vector Informatik GmbH, serves as a realistic ECU
software development tool. CANoe covers the entire ASE
lifecycle for coding, testing, and simulating individual ECUs
or entire in-vehicle networks, with support for most common
automotive network protocols (i.e. LIN, CAN, FlexRay, and
MOST). Although our initial work relates to CAN-based
networks, as techniques in this paper mature, there is scope
to explore other networking protocols with the same environment.
1) Programming ECU Software: Developers may simulate
network nodes by developing ECU functions in CANoe with
typical imperative programming languages used for automotive systems, namely C, C++ and .NET [2]. Alternatively,
software designers can use the in-built, albeit proprietary,
Communication Programming Access Language (CAPL) from
Vector.
CAPL is based on the C language, but adds a superset
of pre-defined functions for networking and controlling the
IDE [24]. Like C, CAPL programs are compiled using the
bundled compiler. However, unlike C, CAPL programs are
event-driven, responding to system-generated events like timer
expiry or received messages; as such, no main() routine is

needed [25]. A CAPL program comprises four types of code
block: optional includes and variables sections, one or more
event procedures or (user-defined) functions.
2) CANoe Network Database: CANoe may use underlying
database(s) to define ECU transmission behaviour and signals
exchanged by actuators, sensors and ECUs. These so-called
CAN databases are textual files (*.dbc extension) holding all
necessary information about message formats, data payloads
and relationships of data packets to network components.
Despite message semantics for particular automobiles tending
to be proprietary, CAN messaging and the CANdb format
itself have become a de facto standard within the automotive
industry. CAPL links seamlessly with any associated CANdb
databases to access message formats and signal fields.
C. Code Translation
To extract an implementation model, we apply parsing
techniques using the open source ANTLR (ANother Tool for
Language Recognition) tool. ANTLR is a parser generator
that processes an input grammar file, automatically generating
a lexer and a parser [26] in the target language defined at
runtime, in our case, we specify Java classes.
Additionally, ANTLR automatically creates an empty program containing skeletal methods, each corresponding to
nodes of an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) representation of
the source language. Parser rules defined in the grammar
file determine which nodes populate the AST. The outline
implementation programm can then be extended to create
application(s) for reading, processing and translating text or
even binary files.
ANTLR also includes a template engine, called StringTemplate (ST), that aims to separate application logic from display
format definitions [27]. By defining a series of templates, into
which variable text is inserted, developers have greater control
over the order and appearance of textual output, particularly
useful feature when translating programming languages with
different symbol sets.
D. CSP Refinement Checking
FDR (Failures-Divergences-Refinement) is a refinement
checker developed specifically for use with CSP [28]. It uses
model-checking techniques and also incorporates visualisation
tools to display process transition models and traces. Typical
usage of FDR compares two process models, normally a
specification (intended behaviour) and an implementation. It
is possible to compose quite complex process models using
the composition operators described earlier. More detailed
information is available regarding tool documentation [29],
usage of FDR [22] and latest developments [28].
E. Attack Models
Attack models capture malicious behaviour against a system. With CSP, a common approach is to define an additional
intruder process in CSP, based on the Dolev-Yao model.
This provides a general, formally-defined model based on a
worst-case security threat scenario, defining what the intruder

knows and can learn, and capabilities in terms of manipulating
messages transmitted over the network. This intruder (attacker)
model is then added, in parallel, to existing process models for
various network components [30].
Allied to this, attack trees are now gaining acceptance
as a graphical way to define step-by-step particular attacks.
Recent work confirms that an individual attack tree can be
translated into a semantically equivalent CSP process [17].
This equivalence is based on an observation that a seriesparallel (SP) graph represents a set of action sequences, each
action corresponding to a traverse from a source node to a sink
node of the graph. Formally, the set of sequences of actions
of an SP graph can be defined recursively as follows:
a
(→
− ) = {hai};
(G1 k G2 ) = {s ∈ s1 ||| s2 | s1 ∈ (G1 ) ∧ s2 ∈ (G2 )};
(G1 · G2 ) = {s1 a s2 | s1 ∈ (G1 ) ∧ s2 ∈ (G2 )}.
The function (·) is also generalised to the case of sets of
graphs as follows:
[
(Gi )
({G1 , . . . , Gn }) =
i∈{1,...,n}

V. C ASE S TUDY: V EHICLE ECU S OFTWARE U PDATES
Our case study considers updates to ECU firmware within
a road vehicle and draws on United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) efforts to harmonise vehicle regulations worldwide, which recently addressed cyber security
and Over-the-Air (OTA) issues. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) supports this work with technical
guidance for OEMs, issued as recommendation ITU-T X.1373
[31]. Additionally, new international standard ISO/SAE 21434
”Road vehicles - Cybersecurity engineering”, is under development and will specify requirements for updates to vehicles,
covering development, delivery and application of updates,
whether OTA or by other methods. In the meantime, we use
X.1373 to inform our case study.
A. Basic Model of Software Update
X.1373 sets out a basic secure architecture for remote
software updates, comprising the following components [31]:
• Update Server: An update server may be located at
OEM sites, supplier sites or dealer garages, and usually
includes a logging database to store status information
about software components in each vehicle.
• Vehicle Mobile Gateway (VMG): A conceptual entity
acting as an intermediary between the OEM (or supplier)
and the vehicle. Its role is to provide communication
services to the update server and to manage the update
process. Typically, the VMG may be embedded in a
vehicle gateway or ”Head unit” and uses cellular (mobile
phone) network or fixed local wireless network.
• Target ECU(s): One or more ECUs on board the vehicle requiring updated software. Vendors are expected
to provide an accessible update module within the core
functional services of each ECU.

Fig. 2. Scope of Software Update Case Study Demonstration System.

1) Scope: As our initial aim was to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, the demonstration scope includes
only the VMG and ECU components, as shown in Figure
2. This restricts the associated message types to those listed
in Table II; future work will expand the scope to include
the update server and other message types defined in [31],
namely, diagnose, update check, update, and update report
(see Section VIII-A).
TABLE II
M ESSAGE TYPES AND M ESSAGE USED [31]

is actually a refinement checker, so we must capture security
properties as abstract CSP models, then use FDR to check that
these security property models are refined by a CSP model
extracted from CAPL code.
Suppose that we wish to check the integrity of a transmission from the VMG to the ECU (as per requirement R02 in
Table III). Considering integrity in the context of OTA software updates means avoiding receipt of unauthorised software
update messages, in other words the message exchange must
progress, as specified, in the correct sequence.
A simple implementation of R02 would be a security
process SP02 that ensures that every time a software inventory
request (denoted by reqSw) is received, a software list response
message (denoted by rptSw) is returned.
If we define the channels transmitting messages as channel
send, rec: msgs, then we can define SP02 as
SP02 = rec?reqSw -> send!rptSw -> SP02

2) Requirements and Assumptions: Consider the high-level
requirements, derived from [31], listed in Table III).

We then would expect that process SP02 is refined by the
system composed of VMG and ECU processes, (SYSTEM =
VMG k ECU), which we could check within FDR.
More sophisticated models, to be developed, would allow
other messages to be received on a different channel (other)
provided a rptSw message was sent as soon as a request is
received. Similarly, our definition of datatype msgs can be
extended with additional fields needed in message formats to
implement correct security protocols, (e.g. nonces, source and
destination identifiers). A detailed description of CSP models
used to analyse security protocols in available at [30].

TABLE III
S ECURE U PDATE S YSTEM R EQUIREMENTS

VI. R ESULTS

Type

Id

Diagnose

Update

From

To

Description

reqSw

VMG

ECU

Request diagnose software
status

rptSW

ECU

VMG

Result of software diagnosis

reqApp VMG

ECU

Request apply update module

rptUpd VMG

ECU

Result of applying update
module

ID

Requirement Text

R01

At start of update process, the VMG shall send a software
inventory request message to all ECUs.
On receipt of software inventory request, the ECU shall send
a software list response message.
On receipt of apply update message from the VMG, the ECU
shall check the package contents and apply the update.
On completion of update module installation, the ECU shall
send software update result message to the VMG.
It is assumed the system uses shared keys (see below).

R02
R03
R04
R05

To accommodate a variety of vehicle makes, model types,
and model years, X.1373 acknowledges that different cryptographic capabilities for securing messages between components may be installed [31]. It offers use of either digital signatures, where asymmetric cryptography is available, or Message
Authentication Code (MAC), where symmetric cryptography
based on shared keys is applicable. Initially, to simplify our
demonstration by avoiding the need to include a Certification
Authority, we assume use of shared keys; further work will
expand this to include asymmetric cryptography.
B. ECU Specification Model
In our case, the ECU specification model needs to addresses
security properties. Strictly speaking, the FDR model checker

The focus of work to date has been the core element,
translating ECU application code into a machine language
representation (CSPm) for FDR. In preparation, a simulated
CANbus network was implemented in CANoe, with components (per Figure 2) programmed to exchange simple messages as defined in our requirements. Also, a CAPL-specific,
ANTLR grammar was created to parse CAPL constructs
specific to CANbus messages, namely on message event procedures and output statements. Our parse rules also recognise
message declarations, which are then output as CSPm channel
type declarations. We also developed several ST templates to
correctly place chunks of source code, like message identifiers
and event procedure names, into the target code.
By first running ANTLR with the CAPL grammar, we
successfully generated Java classes for both a CAPL lexer and
a parser, plus an outline listener application, which was modified with overridden methods that write CSPm statements,
as required. The final model extractor application combines
these classes to process source files through successive lexing,
parsing, template generating stages before finally writing a
target file. Essentially, this creates a pipeline processor to
automate extracting a CSP model from CANoe for FDR to
process. An example output is shown Figure 3.

B. Limitations

Fig. 3. Example of ECU Implementation Model (CSPm script) automatically
generated from the application code for simulated CAN bus network in a
CANoe environment.

VII. D ISCUSSION
For acceptance by OEMs and their component vendors, our
security verification methods must function properly, but also
scale for real-world systems, be accessible for business and
engineering users, and be compatible with existing processes.
A. Advantages
Our CSP-centric approach builds on a mature and effective
formal language for modeling the type of distributed, embedded system used in modern vehicles. It is proven for verifying
properties of wide ranging safety-critical systems, whilst CSPbased analysis is known to successfully verify, or identify flaws
with, diverse security properties.
Moreover, powerful, complementary tools now exist in the
guise of the FDR refinement checker. Recent FDR development work has introduced support for large-scale verification using either grid-based or cloud-based computing. This
now opens the door for automating component-level security
checks at the scale needed for the sophisticated ECUs now
seen in vehicles. Yet the gap between the typical automotive
software programming languages and the machine-readable
language of the tools has been an obstacle.
To help address this, our translation approach is entirely
model-driven, with models for ECU source code (the CAPL
grammar), an intermediate model (the parser-generated AST),
and a target language model (CSPm templates). By working
with models, we hope the method is more accessible to
business domain experts and software engineers; this hides
the underlying formalism allowing conversations at the right
level using familiar terms.
A model-based approach should also be compatible with
existing processes, where organisations already have adopted
such model-based design and testing practices. The capability
to work at different abstraction levels enables this method to be
used directly in the design stage, helping to identify potential
vulnerabilities earlier.
Using a grammar, plus output templates, creates an opportunity for re-purposing our techniques to translate ECU
source code written in other programming languages, or even
producing output code that is consumable by alternate process
algebra tools.

Despite the clear advantages, some limitations are also
evident. Firstly, for simplicity, we have confined our initial
use of CSP to its basic, untimed version. Whilst this appears
to limit the utility of our approach for analysing time-triggered
tasks in ECUs, two proven approaches can potentially address
this situation; either using the Timed CSP variant [32], which
provides a continuous time model, or by simply extending the
alphabet of our models to include a specific tock event [19].
The latter, more practical approach would be appropriate for
extending our work to modeling time-dependent features.
Secondly, we are constrained by the need to access related
design and implementation artifacts (such as requirement
specification, source code) to help develop specification and
implementation models. These may be unavailable where
OEMs and ECU vendors seek to protect their intellectual
property. Here, we assume that external, independent testing
organisations (or internal testing teams) would have access
to necessary specifications or high-level designs, and source
code.
At this stage, our implementation is simply a proof-ofconcept, with an incomplete CAPL grammar. Further work is
needed to extend the model extractor application and evaluate
it, using real code, to confirm correctly handling of real world
ECU implementations.
From a software development lifecycle perspective, our
focus thus far is on the implementation phase, whereby ECU
code has already been produced. It would be useful to also
consider models in work products from earlier phases, such
as requirements specifications.
In terms of development tools, we have only worked with
Vector tools, using CAPL and CANdb files. Many real-world
ECUs instead are developed using C or C++, while some automoitve application domains rely on MATLAB programming.
Although our model-based approach seems adaptable to other
programming language sources, further evaluation with other
programming languages is worthwhile.
We also have concerns about potential limitations in fully
capturing the semantics of imperative program, like CAPL,
and faithfully embedding that into the functional programming
paradigm used by CSPm. CSPm is limited as a functional language, deliberately so, as its primary purpose was describing
concurrent processes rather than full implementations [18].
Faithfully reproducing CAPL-based (or other) applications
may be further complicated by diverse programming styles
and coding standards used in different development teams.
However, we note industry efforts to promote common coding
standards, such as MISRA and AUTOSAR, may mitigate this.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Our paper establishes a cornerstone on which to build
further work. The concept demonstrated can be generalised to
accommodate other input languages or formats and different
translations (e.g. other process algebras). CSP is suited to
different abstraction levels, so feasibly may be applied earlier
in the ASE lifecycle. This benefits industry since there is no

need to produce real-world prototypes (thereby reducing cost),
but also allows for quicker engineering lifecycle phases.
Our approach also allows existing development processes
to remain in place, since we provide a parallel formalised
modeling structure (based on CSPm); this structure should
also be flexible enough to accommodate future work practices.
Automotive business analysts and software engineers can also
be shielded from mastering formal methods, therefore helping
bridge the gap between application domain experts and those
within the security or mathematics domains.
Finally, our work, which utilises a common automotive industry development environment, coupled with mature, public
domain tools, may offer a cost-effective, pragmatic way to improve software security verification for real ECU components.
A. Future Work
Next steps would follow two routes. Firstly, improve our
model extraction capability, for example, by extending the
CAPL grammar and the translator to parse functions and data
structures into corresponding CSPm elements. Additionally,
identifying and writing CSP parallel operation constructs,
including external choice and sequential composition, would
allow building composite ECU models. Possibly, a second
parser and model generator is warranted to handle CAN
database files, extracting message formats as CSPm declarations for data types, name types, and data ranges.
Secondly, extending the breadth of our formal models.
These could include more automotive subsystem models,
whilst also looking to develop CSP models for other security
property types and compose them with realistic attack(er)
models. These could then be used to evaluate representative
real-world components. Finally, exploring CSP model extraction at higher levels (e.g. from requirements) may enable
automatic generation of ECU specification models from work
products developed in early phases of an ASE lifecycle.
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